
Blue Peril 
 
 
What came in an instant was how  
my young friends and I were stopped  
by the local tough girls on the towpath  
behind the post office. There were only  
two of them—Sue somebody and someone  
else’s big sister. Both were big, in high school.  
Sue took a liking to me, who had my mother’s 
scarf with the map of Florida on it 
tied around my head. Sue untied it.  
There were rollers in my hair (pink sponge).  
Sue liked that. I was terrified. 
As she put the scarf back on I tensed  
my throat and neck so I couldn’t be strangled.  
She tied it so gently I felt ashamed. 
They made us walk a little way with them. 
A guy in a truck drove by and they were gone. 
Then I was in high school, missing the bus,  
walking home alone.   
 
I could see all the way down the shortcut,  
so I took it. I didn’t worry about the boys  
coming the other way because I knew  
by the time we passed it would be in a clearing, 
by houses. The boys were speaking softly,  
and gave some sort of greeting. I was beginning  
to answer when one moved a hand  
between my legs. It was almost polite.  
I brushed it away, puzzled at my own grace. 
If they looked back, they didn’t see my face.  
And then I remembered the pregnant woman  
who had had four miscarriages and was raped  
by some men who tried her door one night 
and found it unlocked. Look away, they said,   
not wanting her to know them, this won’t hurt you. 
It didn’t when it should have, and that baby lived. 
 
All this came back when I lifted the hood  
of Blue Peril, my car, to see gone  
what I already knew was gone—the battery.  
One notes how correctly some things are stolen, 
how carefully the cables had been unfastened  
and set aside. Nothing cut, nothing else touched.  



Quiet thieves in a parking lot, 
taking and not taking much. 


